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The purpose of this study was to examine the nature and quality of interactions between
24 students (9 male, 15 female) in an Alberta elementary physical education class using
video-modeling and three different peer-to-peer (P2P) evaluation methods. Nature of
interaction was determined by the duration of interaction (total, on-task time, off-task
time, neutral), the type of comments (positive, constructive, negative), and quality of
interaction by the category of feedback (4 categories) from both the evaluators and
performers. This study compared structured paper evaluation (SP), unstructured video
evaluation using the video feature on iPads (UV), and structured video evaluation using a
prototype app on the iPad (SV). The SV condition provided statistically significant results
for evaluator on-task, evaluator off-task, and performer on-task, along with increased
positive comments from evaluators. The SP condition had significantly more depth of
feedback. This study concludes that the use of SV to deliver feedback in a P2P learning
environment has the potential to improve the nature of feedback during peer evaluations.

Keywords: nature and quality of interactions, peer to peer learning, video-modeling, tablets, structured feedback

INTRODUCTION

According to studies, incorporating quality characteristics in physical education (PE) will result
in a comprehensive development in students’ lives in various domains including physical and
motor skills (Emmanouel et al., 1992; Eather et al., 2013), academic performance (Rasberry et al.,
2011; Marques et al., 2017), cognitive function (Ardoy et al., 2014), self-perception (Goni and
Zulaika, 2000), self-determination and motivation (Shen et al., 2009; Wallhead et al., 2014; Cuevas
et al., 2016), self-efficacy and enjoyment (Dishman et al., 2004, 2005) and social interactions and
reciprocal relationships (Wallhead et al., 2013; Garn and Wallhead, 2015). Globally, there is a
shift to holistic PE that incorporates social and cultural factors (Lynch, 2019). The emergence
of holistic PE in curriculums can help countries meet some of the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals such as quality education and gender equality (Baena-Morales et al., 2021).
Quality PE fosters a healthy lifestyle and enjoyment in students, and they can learn social and
interactive skills (National Association for Sport and Physical Education, 2013). Social interaction
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plays an important role in the students’ skill-learning process
outside of their comfort zone, and social activities can shape their
learning process (Koekoek and Knoppers, 2015).

Recent studies have also demonstrated young people’s general
acceptance of applications related to health and learning settings
(Casey et al., 2017; Goodyear et al., 2019; Lee and Gao, 2020).
For this reason, teachers should consider using applications
and tablets (e.g., iPads) to help students achieve PE learning
goals. They are also encouraged to use a selection of apps
for efficient classroom management or for emphasizing other
learning domains (Lee and Gao, 2020). Casey et al. (2017) have
argued that with the appropriate pedagogical considerations,
digital technology can offer potential benefits to students’
learning and performance. Recently, there has been a rise in
literature exploring app-integrated PE in which various apps are
used on the iPad in PE to facilitate the teaching and learning
process (Watterson, 2012; Zhu and Dragon, 2016; Krause et al.,
2020; Thacker et al., 2021). As part of this growing trend,
tablets have become popular in PE, as they provide a portable
multimedia platform to download a host of applications to
accomplish a variety of tasks (Weir and Connor, 2009; McManis
and Gunnewig, 2012; Koekoek et al., 2018).

It is critical that when technology is being used that it has
appropriately scaffolded lesson plans to keep students on-task,
engaging them in higher levels of thinking and performance
(Ward et al., 2005; Yelland and Masters, 2007; Mosston
and Ashworth, 2008; Metzler, 2011; Koehler et al., 2013).
Because of these benefits, applications need to be carefully
constructed to adhere to a pedagogical curriculum (Lee and Gao,
2020; Yu, 2020). Since it is necessary to develop curriculum
programming for PE (Wallhead et al., 2021), effective use of
technology, specifically through tablet computers, may offer a
way to provide scaffolded content knowledge in a PE classroom
(Gubacs-Collins and Juniu, 2009; Leight et al., 2009; Sinelnikov,
2012; Sun, 2012; O’Loughlin et al., 2013; Palao et al., 2015;
Zhu and Dragon, 2016).

It has been shown that the traditional teaching methods in
PE limit the student to the reproduction of observed behavior
(Pritchard et al., 2008; Moy et al., 2014). Observed behavior
involves the teacher modeling a skill followed by the students
attempting to replicate the movement and practicing privately
while receiving feedback individually from the teacher (Mosston
and Ashworth, 2008). As a kind of instructional technology,
video-modeling (VM) encompasses the individual watching a
video of visual and auditory processes, which is modeled by
a peer, a sibling, an instructor, an athlete, or the self, and
then, similarly, performing the sequence of skills (Mechling,
2005; Bellini and Akullian, 2007). Video-modeling is a unique
feature that is made possible through a combination of multiple
technologies such as iPads, video cameras, and health-related
apps and wearable devices (Aldi et al., 2016). This feature
can reinforce observational learning through video analysis
(Koekoek et al., 2019; Lee and Gao, 2020; Thacker et al., 2021).
It is also easier to keep track of activities, and monitoring
and evaluation can be facilitated by technology (Jeong and
Hmelo-Silver, 2016), which is a suitable apparatus for improving
students’ understanding and assessment of their movements

while promoting their shared understanding (Koekoek et al.,
2019; Yu, 2020; Thacker et al., 2021).

Further, watching VM could result in decreasing mental effort
by focusing attention on the relevant stimuli (Charlop-Christy
et al., 2000) and improving learning achievements (Kant et al.,
2017). It can also facilitate retention of the skill elements and is
attractive for children of all ages (Charlop-Christy et al., 2000).
VM has been reported as an effective method for teaching, and
for the acquisition of fundamental movement skills (Obrusnikova
and Rattigan, 2016; Obrusnikova and Cavalier, 2018; Thacker
et al., 2021), locomotor skills (Bulca et al., 2020), sporting skills
such as throwing the discus and hammer (Maryam et al., 2009),
and gymnastic skills (Boyer et al., 2009; Bouazizi et al., 2014) as
well. It has also helped enhance positive social interactions in a
natural setting focused on free play, and social and emotional
development (Green et al., 2017). Another study reported
improved on-task behavior after an intervention including self-
monitoring and VM to math tasks (King et al., 2014).

Collaborative learning is another advantage provided by
technology (Resta and Laferrière, 2007; Jeong and Hmelo-Silver,
2016; Bodsworth and Goodyear, 2017), which has the potential
to foster peer-to-peer interactions (Resta and Laferrière, 2007).
Peer-to-peer (P2P) learning occurs when peers are directly
involved in the teaching and evaluation process, increasing
student engagement, collaboration, and responsiveness (Byra and
Marks, 1993; Topping and Ehly, 1998; Jenkinson et al., 2014; Kelly
and Katz, 2016; Thacker et al., 2021). P2P learning is already
being adopted in many situations due to increased engagement,
improved performance, and constructive behaviors (Chai and
Koh, 2017). Overall, technology may improve peer learning (Li
and Gao, 2015) and provide support for PE, developing positive
social interactions among students (Krause et al., 2020).

Video-modeling can also shape the aggregate and nonspecific
feedback and make them specific and related to the task (Jeong
and Hmelo-Silver, 2016). Enriching the quality of how feedback
is provided can play a critical role in fostering effective peer
evaluation and peer learning (Zher et al., 2016). High-quality
constructive feedback could also help improve the learning
process (Li et al., 2010; Waggoner Denton, 2018) and strengthen
social interactions between peers (Lee and Gao, 2020).

Finding an effective combination of collaborative technology
and scaffolding pedagogy through peer learning is important
(Goodyear et al., 2014; Fernandez-Rio et al., 2017). The P2P
learning model, as an effective procedure for collaborative
learning, can be enhanced through pedagogical strategies and
scaffolding while fostering social interactions (Jeong and Hmelo-
Silver, 2016). In addition, there are still key issues regarding
the suitability of technology and software for young learners
that must be addressed. Measuring the quality of interaction
between students offers a pathway to understanding more
effective teaching and learning strategies in a P2P environment,
which could also lead to improving collaborative performance
and evaluation (Johnson and Ward, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2014).

Using VM, the purpose of this study was to examine the
nature and quality of interactions between elementary students
in three different P2P evaluation methods and conditions. The
nature and quality of the peer interaction, not necessarily the
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performance of the skill, was of interest. To assess student
interactions, we compared three different evaluation methods
and conditions: Structured Paper, Unstructured Video, and
Structured Video. Nature (the duration and comments’ type) and
quality of interaction (we developed four categories related to
the specificity of feedback) were determined by videotaping the
conversations between peers and systematically assessing them
based on oral transcripts.

METHODS

Participants
A class was recruited from a private southern Alberta elementary
school. 24 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students (9 male, 15
female) participated in the study (Table 1). An even number
of participants was necessary for the study protocol; therefore,
one eighth grade female student was recruited as a substitute
whenever there was an absent student during testing days since
absences made the numbers unequal. Parental consent and
student assent were obtained.

Rotations and Evaluation Conditions
Each participant was randomly assigned a partner and then
placed into one of three rotations: A, B, or C (see Table 2).
Although in different orders, all pairs completed the P2P
evaluations in the three conditions: structured paper-based
evaluation (SP), unstructured video evaluation (UV), and
structured video evaluation (SV) using a prototype mobile
application as described below.

The SP evaluation condition required students to use only
the authors-developed marking guide to assess their peer’s
performance (see Supplementary Appendix A). Students in the
UV evaluation condition assessed using the video taken of their
partner’s performance and relied on recalling the movement
criteria previously presented during the teacher demonstration

TABLE 1 | Participant demographics.

Grade Male Female Total

4 9 5 14

5 – 4 4

6 – 6 6

8 – 1 1

Total 9 16

TABLE 2 | Rotations of peer evaluation conditions.

Day 1 Stationary
dribbling, dominant

hand

Day 2 Stationary
dribbling,

non-dominant hand

Day 3 Running while
dribbling

Rotation Peer Evaluation Conditions

A Structured Paper Unstructured Video Structured Video

B Unstructured Video Structured Video Structured Paper

C Structured Video Structured Paper Unstructured Video

to provide feedback. Finally, the SV evaluation condition allowed
pairs to assess each other using video playback guided by the
prototype application on the iPad. For a complete copy of the
trial’s lesson plan, see Supplementary Appendix B.

The Prototype Application: Move
Improve R©

The prototype mobile application, called Move Improve R© (MI),
was used to facilitate structured video feedback and peer-
evaluation among student pairs in the SV condition. MI is a video
performance analysis tool designed to improve an individual’s
ability to perform several skills (see Figure 1 for a screen image).
In the demonstration videos, select skills are broken down into
components, so that users can compare the movements in the
pre-recorded demonstration video to their recorded performance
to better understand their mistakes and strengths. MI can be used
to evaluate individual and peer performance.

To use MI, users simply launch the app, select either individual
or peer evaluation, pick the skill that is to be evaluated, and
start recording their performance. Afterwards, they begin the
evaluation phase. Each stage of the evaluation details a different
part of the skill to assess. In-app movement cues (example: “Did
your partner keep ball lower than waist level?”) are provided to
guide the evaluators to accurately rate performers on a “yes,”
“partial,” or “no” scale based on what they see the performers’
achieved in the video playback. Since the app displays a standard
set of cues, all students in this study were provided with the same
prompts, so they assessed their peers using the same criteria.

Set-Up
A 3 days prior to the start of the study, the researchers visited
the participating classes to explain it, answer students’ questions,
and obtain written assent from them. The researchers outlined
the study procedure and gave the participants a tutorial on how
to use MI on the iPad. The tutorial strictly focused on technical
training for using the app. No training was provided on how
to offer feedback.

The study occurred during three regular PE classes over 3
consecutive days. Each class was 30-min in length and included
all participating grades. To ensure standardized instruction
during the study, the research team, together with the PE
teacher, created a mini lesson plan for three basketball dribbling
techniques. Each day, students focused on a different basketball
technique: the 1st day was stationary dribbling with the dominant
hand; the 2nd day was stationary dribbling with the non-
dominant hand; and the 3rd day was running while dribbling (see
Table 2).

On the 1st day, all participants (grades 4, 5, and 6 PE class,
n = 24) were randomly paired up and then assigned to either
the A, B, or C rotations (see Table 2). There were four pairs for
each rotation. The participants remained with the same partner
and within the same rotational cohort (A, B, or C) throughout
the 3 days of the study. To distinguish each cohort, students in
rotations A, B, and C wore blue, yellow, and red colored vests,
respectively, for the duration of the study. The school supplied 25
size-six basketballs.
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FIGURE 1 | Structured video data collection.

Six evaluation stations (two for each condition) were
set up outside of the gymnasium. At the SP condition
stations, only the paper evaluation sheet was provided
(Supplementary Appendix A). At the UV and SV condition
stations, students referred to the provided iPads (four in total,
two per condition) to assess their peer’s performance. MI was
downloaded onto the two iPads designated for the SV stations.
Six video camcorders were provided by the University of
Calgary’s Sport Technology Research Laboratory (STRL) for use
at the six evaluation stations to record interactions. Additionally,
STRL supplied the four iPads.

Procedure
Each study day began with the teacher instructing and
demonstrating the basketball dribbling technique of that day for
3 min followed by approximately 6 min of practice time for all
students (see Supplementary Appendix B).

After practicing and due to the limited evaluation stations,
students were divided into two groups (Group 1, n = 12, three
pairs; Group 2, n = 12, three pairs). Group 1 used the evaluation
stations first while Group 2 stayed in the gymnasium to practice
non-dribbling basketball skills with the teacher.

Before going to the evaluation stations, one student from each
pair in Group 1 performed the dribbling technique of the day
in the gym while their partner observed. If pairs were in either
the UV or SV evaluation conditions, they were provided with
an iPad to record their partner’s performance. After the skill
performances, Group 1 went to the evaluation stations and the
evaluator student began to assess their partner’s performance
and provide feedback using either the SP, UV, or SV methods.

After completing the assessments, Group 1 switched roles with
Group 2, and pairs in Group 2 began the same performance and
evaluation process as Group 1.

When Group 2 completed their assessments, they once again
alternated roles with Group 1, but this time, students who initially
performed first became the evaluator and vice versa. To allow for
all students to perform and evaluate, there was a total of four
evaluation sessions, two for each group, per day. A new basketball
dribbling skill was subsequently performed during the 2nd and
3rd days of the study, following the same alternating process
between Groups 1 and 2.

Data Collection
Students in the SV condition used tablet devices loaded with MI
to collect data (Figure 1). Outside of the gym, each evaluation
station consisted of a video camera to record interactions between
the evaluator and the performer. Research assistants were present
at each station to record the peer evaluations. They did not
provide any educational prompts or interact with the participants
unless students encountered problems understanding the task.

The quality of interaction coding scheme (Figure 2) was
adapted from Sluijsmans et al.’s (2002) rating form. Sluijsmans
et al.’s (2002) quality of interaction coding scheme included time
of interaction (total duration of interaction, on-task time, off-task
time, and neutral time), type of comments that occurred during
the interactions (positive, constructive, and negative comments),
and the quality of feedback (Category 0, Category 1, Category 2,
and Category 3).

Operational definitions were created prior to the study. Total
duration was defined as the point at which participants began
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FIGURE 2 | Coding scheme used to evaluate peer evaluation and discussion interactions between students.

the evaluation process until the participants indicated they had
completed their evaluations. Introductions and explanations to
the participants were excluded from the calculation of total
duration. Visual and audio cues from the video were used to
determine on-task time, off-task time, and neutral time.

The on-task time criterion was time spent focused on the
evaluation. It included relevant dialog between the participants
with their partners focused on using the tool in their condition
and listening to their partners’ feedback. The off-task time
criterion was time spent on distractions. It included irrelevant
dialog, looking elsewhere (away from partner, at a wall, or outside
distractions), playing with their hands or the ball. The neutral
time criterion was defined as time not relevant to the evaluations.
It included listening to instructions from the research assistant,
technical difficulties present during evaluations, or excess camera
time. Filler comments, which were a part of neutral time, were
defined as regular sentences or regular parts of speech unrelated
to basketball dribbling (e.g., if students repeated the questions
out loud, those were considered filler). During coding, a single
sentence was considered one comment. Transcripts of videos
were produced and coded to determine the type of comment. The
number of each type of comment was counted and recorded from
each evaluation.

The types of feedback can be classified in many ways
depending on the purpose and setting: evaluative feedback refers
to judgment, corrective feedback tells the learner what to do or
what not to do, and there is a differentiation between general
vs. specific feedback, and positive vs. negative feedback (Rink,
2014). We employed Rink’s system in the current study; however,
it was simplified to suit young children. Positive comments
included non-specific encouraging and affirming statements,
while negative comments were identified as disparaging or
unfavorable phrases. Rink’s evaluative and corrective feedback
categories were treated as one category, constructive comments,
which referred to specific feedback on areas for improvement.

To determine the quality of feedback, specific categories were
established. Quality comments were defined as Non-Specific
Feedback (Category 0), General Feedback referring to task
at hand (Category 1), Feedback Referring to Skill but with
no specific feedback to improve (Category 2), and Feedback
Referring to Skill with specific area to improve (Category 3; see
Supplementary Appendix C). To see examples of the rating
of feedback evaluations for each condition, plus a definition of
terms, refer to the Data Analysis section.

A research assistant was trained in the coding protocol to
assess the reliability of the coding (Palao et al., 2015). Nine video
files were randomly selected across the 3-day study period and
peer evaluation conditions to determine inter-rater reliability.
The inter-rater correlation coefficient (Cronbach’s alpha) was 0.97
for duration and 0.93 for comments. A 2 months after the last
coding session, the files were re-assessed to determine intra-rater
reliability. The intra-rater correlation coefficient (Cronbach’s
alpha) was 0.99 for duration and 0.95 for comments.

Data Analysis
The independent variable in this longitudinal study was
peer evaluation and discussion assignment (structured paper,
unstructured video, and structured video). The dependent
variables were: (1) the nature of interaction including the
time of interaction (total duration of interaction, on-task time,
off-task time, and neutral time); (2) the types of comments
(positive, constructive, and negative) between peers (evaluator
and performer); and (3) the quality of feedback (Category 0,
Category 1, Category 2, and Category 3) given by the evaluator.
A Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE, under GENLIN
procedure of SPSS version 22.0) was employed to account for
a correlated and unbalanced nature due to some missing values
of the data. Testing of condition effects, along with means
and standard error for each of the three peer’s evaluation and
discussion conditions was estimated (i.e., Estimated Marginal
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Means) using a GEE modeling approach for total duration
of interaction, on-task time, off-task time, and for positive,
constructive, and negative comments provided by the evaluator.

To determine the quality of feedback, each transcript was
initially coded for the type of comments (positive, constructive,
negative) from both the evaluator and performer. Once the types
of comments were established, comments were further coded for
quality. For examples of types and categories of comments, see
Supplementary Appendix D.

RESULTS

Sixty-two interactions were collected over 3 days of data
collection: 20 from the SP group, 24 from UV group, and 18 from
SV group. Four files were lost from the SV group due to technical
errors during data transfer.

Table 3 displays the Estimated Marginal Mean and Standard
Error of variables for evaluators by the duration of interaction
and comment type. The GEE analysis revealed statistically
significant condition differences for total time (p < 0.05), on-task
time (p < 0.001), off-task time (p < 0.01), and positive comments
(p < 0.01) for the evaluator role (Table 3).

Table 4 provides the pairwise comparison analysis for total
duration, evaluator on-task time, evaluator off-task time, and
evaluator comments type by evaluation condition. Pairwise
comparison further revealed that for the total duration,
significant differences were seen between the SP group
(56.5 ± 5.8) and SV group (84.5 ± 10.1), and between UV
(54.0 ± 4.8) and SV group (84.5 ± 10.1). For evaluator on-task
time, significant differences were seen between the SP group
(46.4 ± 5.5) and SV group (76.6 ± 9.1), and between UV
(39.4 ± 3.9) and SV group (76.6 ± 9.1). For evaluator off-task
time, significant differences were only seen between the UV
group (6.6 ± 2.4) and the SV group (0.5 ± 0.4). Regarding
evaluator comment types, significant differences were seen
between the SP group (0.8 ± 0.2) and SV group (2.5 ± 0.4), and
between UV (1.1 ± 0.2) and SV group (2.5 ± 0.4). Evaluators in
the SV groups had more positive feedback overall.

Table 5 displays the Estimated Marginal Mean and Standard
Error of variables for evaluators and performers by quality of
feedback recorded. GEE analysis revealed statistically significant
condition differences for evaluator comments in Category 2
(p < 0.01) and in total comments (p < 0.05). Category 0
and Category 1 showed trends (p < 0.10) and there were no
differences in Category 3 level comments.

Table 6 shows the pairwise comparison analysis for quality of
evaluator comment rating between groups. Pairwise comparison
further revealed that there was a significant difference between
SP (2.34 ± 0.45) and SV (1.02 ± 0.31), and UV (0.76 ± 0.26)
groups in Category 2 feedback. In total feedback, there was a
significant difference between the SP (6.31 ± 0.68) and UV
groups (4.68 ± 0.55).

The results of the performers were also analyzed using the
same methods as the evaluators. For performer engagement time
and comment types, significant differences were found only for
time on-task (p < 0.01) between the UV (36.4 ± 3.9) and SV

group (71.4 ± 8.9), and positive comments (p < 0.05) between
the UV (0.5 ± 0.1) and SV group (1.7 ± 0.2). No other significant
differences were found between the total time, time off-task, and
negative and constructive comments. In terms of the quality
of feedback, pairwise comparison further revealed a significant
difference in Category 2 feedback for performers (p < 0.05)
between the students in the SP (0.92 ± 0.32) and UV groups
(0.18 ± 0.10).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine the nature and
quality of interactions between peers in an elementary PE
class using VM and in a peer-evaluation setting with three
different P2P evaluation methods. Nature of interaction was
determined by the duration of interaction (total time, on-task
time, off-task time, neutral), and the type of comments (positive,
constructive, negative). The quality of interaction was measured
by the four categories of feedback from both the evaluators and
performers. The evaluators in the SV condition (video playback
with structured evaluation) spent significantly more time on-
task while interacting with their partners and spent less time
off-task compared to the SP and the UV conditions. Students
(both evaluators and performers) were observed following the
instructions and reviewing the video of their performance under
the SV condition. Further, they provided more feedback that
is positive to their peers than when under the SP and UV
conditions. Similarly, participants in the performer role spent
more time on-task in the SV condition compared to the other
conditions. When provided with video feedback and playback
options, the students had an objective way to evaluate their
partners’ performances instead of solely relying on their memory
of them. There was statistically significantly less off-task time
for the SV condition compared to the SP or the UV feedback
conditions. When in the SV condition, students spent more time
on-task and increased their time interacting with their peers than
in the other teaching methods. While there was an increase in
positive feedback with the use of SV, no difference was observed
in the frequency of constructive and negative comments between
the three conditions for both the evaluator and performer roles.
When examining the quality of the positive feedback given, there
was more Category 2 feedback given by the SP group compared
to the other two conditions (Table 6). There were no other
significant differences observed when examining the quality of
the feedback between the three conditions.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that examined
the nature and quality of social interactions between peers
based on a tablet-based intervention providing P2P learning
along with VM, specifically while learning a basketball skill
in three different evaluation conditions. Compared to the SP
and UV conditions, the SV group increased on-task time
behavior and had more positive feedback during discussions
between peers, which shows that students are more likely
to encourage their peers when there is video playback and
structured assessments. This finding is in line with Law and
Baer’s (2020) study which reported that by facilitating peer
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TABLE 3 | Estimate marginal mean and standard error of variables for evaluator by engagement time and comment type.

Structured Paper (SP) Unstructured Video (UV) Structured Video (SV) Wald Chi- Square df Sig.

Evaluator Time Variables

Time (sec) n Mean SE n Mean SE n Mean SE

Total 19 56.5 5.8 23 54.0 4.8 17 84.5 10.1 7.4 2 0.024*

On-Task 19 46.4 5.5 23 39.4 3.9 17 76.6 9.1 17.1 2 0.000***

Off-Task 19 3.8 1.4 23 6.6 2.4 17 0.5 0.4 9.9 2 0.007**

Evaluator Comment Type

Time (number of comments) n Mean SE n Mean SE n Mean SE

Positive 19 0.8 0.2 23 1.1 0.2 17 2.5 0.4 12.2 2 0.002**

Constructive 19 5.1 0.7 23 3.4 0.5 17 3.7 0.9 5.3 2 0.070

Negative 19 0.3 0.2 23 0.2 0.1 17 0.4 0.2 0.9 2 0.633

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

TABLE 4 | Between group pairwise comparison of evaluator duration, on-task, off-task variables, and evaluator comments.

Trial Mean Difference Std. Error df Bonferroni Sig. Sig. 95% Wald Confidence Interval

Lower Upper

Total Duration

SP UV 2.56 6.75 1 1.000 0.704 –13.60 18.72

SV –28.03 11.95 1 0.057 0.019* –56.63 0.57

SV UV 30.59 11.25 1 0.020* 0.007** 3.67 57.51

Evaluator Time On-Task

SP UV 7.04 6.12 1 0.752 0.251 –4.97 19.04

SV –30.17 10.68 1 0.014* 0.005** –51.09 –9.24

SV UV 37.20 9.20 1 0.000*** 0.000*** 19.17 55.24

Evaluator Time Off-Task

SP UV –2.76 2.21 1 0.635 0.212 –7.08 1.57

SV 3.28 1.43 1 0.065 0.022* 0.48 6.09

SV UV –6.04 2.18 1 0.017* 0.006** –10.32 –1.76

Evaluator Positive Comments

SP UV –0.3 0.3 1 0.950 0.317 –1.0 0.3

SV –1.7 0.5 1 0.002** 0.001** –2.6 –0.7

SV UV 1.4 0.5 1 0.036* 0.012* 0.3 2.4

Evaluator Constructive Comments

SP UV 1.7 0.8 1 0.081 0.027* 0.2 3.3

SV 1.4 0.9 1 0.320 0.107 –0.3 3.1

SV UV 0.3 0.9 1 1.000 0.699 –1.4 2.0

Evaluator Negative Comments

SP UV 0.1 0.2 1 1.000 0.606 –0.3 0.5

SV –0.1 0.3 1 1.000 0.732 –0.7 0.5

SV UV 0.2 0.2 1 1.000 0.400 –0.3 0.7

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

assessment using a structured software program, students
improved their ability to provide quality feedback regarding their
classmates’ writing skills.

Bartimote-Aufflick et al. (2016) noted that when students’
psychological needs are met, they become more actively involved
in the learning process. According to their review of 64
studies, pedagogical strategies that could help students meet
their needs include using videos, structured learning activities,

and task analysis. Structured peer evaluation using technology,
in combination with access to video recall, could lead to
more engagement in task performance while decreasing the
frequency of unrelated or disruptive behaviors (King et al.,
2014). According to Obrusnikova and Rattigan (2016), using the
VM technique improved fundamental movement performance
through increasing the students’ attention and motivation to the
skill complexity and production. Furthermore, when students
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TABLE 5 | Estimated marginal means and standard error of evaluator and performer quality feedback and significance by peer evaluation condition.

Structured Paper (SP) Unstructured Video (UV) Structured Video (SV) Wald Chi-Square df Sig.

Evaluator Category Comments

Time (sec) n Mean SE n Mean SE n Mean SE

Category 0 59 0.32 0.21 59 0.13 0.07 59 0.88 0.34 5.514 2 0.063

Category 1 59 1.15 0.40 59 1.24 0.22 59 2.28 0.39 5.026 2 0.081

Category 2 59 2.34 0.45 59 0.73 0.26 59 1.02 0.31 10.116 2 0.006*

Category 3 59 2.49 0.53 59 2.56 0.48 59 2.42 0.68 0.042 2 0.979

T. Comment1 59 6.31 0.68 59 4.68 0.55 59 6.52 1.04 6.27 2 0.044*

1T. Comment, Total Comments. *The mean difference is significant at the.05 level.

TABLE 6 | Between Group pairwise comparison of evaluator quality feedback and significance.

Trial Mean Difference Std. Error df Bonferroni Sig. Sig. 95% Wald Confidence Interval

Lower Upper

Category 0

SP UV 0.19 0.223 1 1.000 0.398 –0.25 0.63

SV –0.56 0.415 1 0.524 0.175 –1.38 0.25

SV UV 0.75 0.346 1 0.089 0.030* 0.07 1.43

Category 1

SP UV –0.09 0.443 1 1.000 0.842 –0.96 0.78

SV –1.13 0.557 1 0.126 0.042* –2.22 –0.04

SV UV 1.05 0.510 1 0.122 0.041* 0.04 2.05

Category 2

SP UV 1.61 0.528 1 0.007 0.002* 0.58 2.65

SV 1.33 0.448 1 0.009 0.003* 0.45 2.20

SV UV 0.29 0.322 1 1.000 0.373 –0.34 0.92

Category 3

SP UV –0.07 0.633 1 1.000 0.913 –1.31 1.17

SV 0.07 0.811 1 1.000 0.931 –1.52 1.66

SV UV –0.14 0.708 1 1.000 0.844 –1.53 1.25

Total

SP UV 1.6284 0.81773 1 0.139 0.046* 0.0256 3.2311

MI –0.2073 1.28483 1 1.000 0.872 –2.7255 2.3110

MI UV 1.8356 1.07543 1 0.264 0.088 –0.2722 3.9434

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

provide peer feedback, it makes them think more critically about
the assessment criteria, engaging them in the process for a
longer period of time, and ultimately, sustaining that process
(Zher et al., 2016). This is likely the case because cooperative
learning and peer evaluation foster positive experiences and
skills such as enjoyment, connection, teamwork, and creativity
(Fernandez-Rio et al., 2017).

Another possible reason for finding significant improvement
in positive comments and extending on-task time for the SV
group could be the use of a rating criteria for peer assessment.
This observation aligns with previous research that showed
having explicit rating criteria makes the peer evaluation process
more fruitful (Li and Gao, 2015), leading to students reaching
more learning goals. In general, integrating technology in peer
assessment seems to be more beneficial in the learning process
compared to paper-based peer evaluation. This is supported by
Li et al.’s (2010) study which reported that computer-mediated
peer evaluation was associated with greater learning achievement
compared to paper-based peer evaluation. The efficacy of

technology-based feedback on students’ motivation and learning
has been well-documented (Roure et al., 2019).

Limitations and Future Research
One limitation of the present study was the omission of skill-
learning analysis. Thacker et al. (2021) reported that when
using a structured approach in P2P learning and evaluation,
peers improved their own performance. Therefore, integrating
structure and technology to peer feedback and assessments
seems to enhance performance; however, in our study, because
we did not measure learning outcomes, it is difficult to
quantify how the SP, UV, and SV evaluation conditions affected
performance. Future studies should measure performance
outcomes comparing SP, UV, and SV evaluation conditions.

Incorporating technology into PE pedagogy has been growing
in recent years (Wallhead et al., 2014; Koekoek et al., 2018). More
specifically, since various kinds of VM have been effective in
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improving physical and sport skills (Boyer et al., 2009; Maryam
et al., 2009; Reynolds, 2013; Bouazizi et al., 2014; Obrusnikova
and Rattigan, 2016; Obrusnikova and Cavalier, 2018; Bulca et al.,
2020) in future studies, it is worth considering how learning
physical and sport skills are affected by different evaluation
conditions and social interaction more generally.

Another limitation of the current study is how the results were
affected by students occupying both the evaluator and performer
roles. When students assume either the role of the assessor or
assessee in a peer evaluation, they each contribute differently to
the learning process and therefore alter the feedback quality (Li
et al., 2010); future in-depth research is needed to discover the
effects of role (assessor or assessee) on quality of feedback and
learning process.

Additionally, one of the barriers to collaborative learning
has been reported as unfamiliarity with learning and using
technology devices (Bodsworth and Goodyear, 2017). Because of
the limited number of training sessions in this study, students
are likely to have varying degrees of confidence in using iPads
which would in turn affect their evaluations. Future studies
should include adequate training to ensure that all students feel
competent and comfortable using technological applications.

Previous studies reported positive outcomes that are related
to students’ basic psychological needs like relatedness and
competence in PE (Li et al., 2010). When these basic
psychological needs are met, students improve their motivation
for autonomous learning. Therefore, examining some related
psychological characteristics may be of significant importance
(Wallhead et al., 2014). Social intimacy can be considered a vital
factor when learning new skills and in determining the quality
of interactions during peer learning and evaluation. This is true
in the current study where only male students are representative
of grade 4 and all the older students were female. The gender
imbalance in the sample size would have impacted the level of
social intimacy between pairs, and therefore, affecting the nature
and quality of the interactions. Students’ preferences for choosing
their partners should therefore be taken into consideration in
future research to adjust for their level of social comfort. By
allowing students to choose their partners, students can place
the learning challenges inside or outside of their comfort zone
(Koekoek and Knoppers, 2015).

Conclusion
The findings in this research show the potential of structured
feedback with VM to provide positive feedback during the peer-
learning process and enhance the quality of interactions between
students in peer-assessed performance analysis. One of the
goals of physical education involves psychomotor performances
that can be effectively captured by digital video. While digital

video is beneficial for the PE classroom, providing structure
for evaluation, such as a prototype app in this study, can
further enhance engagement. Designing digital video tools that
incorporate structure and can provide feedback for the self and in
peer evaluations leads to increasing participant engagement and
meeting knowledge outcomes.
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